Storytime at Home
FALL | AGE 3-5
Good morning to you, good morning to you, we’re all in our places
with bright shiny faces, good morning to you!

Letter of the day:

Ff

Words that start with the letter F:
Fox
Frog

Fall
Foot

Fish
Fly

I Spy Fall

Autumn Leaves are Falling Down

Go for a walk and hunt for
signs of fall! Play a game of I
Spy outside. Look for
different color leaves,
acorns, squirrels, birds, etc.
Take some leaves home and
do a leaf rubbing using
paper and crayons.

(tune of London Bridge is Falling Down)
Autumn leaves are falling down,
Falling down, falling down
Autumn leaves are falling down
Falling to the ground.
(pretend hands are leaves falling to the ground)
Take a rake and pile them up,
pile them up, pile them up
Take a rake and pile them up, rake them in a pile.
(use hand motions as if raking leaves)
Jump into the pile of leaves,
Pile of leaves, pile of leaves
Jump into the pile of leaves, jump into the leaves.
(pretend to jump into leaves)

Nursery Rhyme
Peter, Peter pumpkin eater,
had a wife but couldn’t keep
her; he put her in a pumpkin
shell and there he kept her
very well.

Storytime at Home
FALL | AGE 3-5
Fall Facts
Fall is the season that comes between summer and winter. In fall temperatures
drop, leaves change colors and fall off the trees, and we celebrate fun holidays
like Halloween and Thanksgiving. Fall is a great season for exploring outside.
You can see birds fly south for winter and watch squirrels gather nuts to
prepare for colder days ahead.

What is the weather like outside today?

The Alphabet
Song
Let’s sing the Alphabet
song:
ABCDEFG
HIJKLMNOP
QRS
TUV
WXYZ
Now I know my ABC’s,
next time won’t you
sing with me?

Taste of Fall
Fall is a great time to sample new fruits and
vegetables. Try some apple cider; it’s yummy
warm or cold. Explore pumpkin flavored treats or
eat some squash. Don’t forget about cranberries,
they taste good baked in muffins. Ask an adult
for help.

Scarecrow Action Song
Scarecrow, scarecrow turn around
Scarecrow, scarecrow touch the ground
Scarecrow, scarecrow reach up high
Scarecrow, scarecrow touch the sky
Scarecrow, scarecrow reach down low
Scarecrow, scarecrow touch your toes!

Storytime at Home
FALL | AGE 3-5
Trace the Letter:

Ff
F
1

2

3

Find the Letter F:

1

2

Practice the Letter:

f

Color the objects that begin with the letter F:

Storytime at Home
FALL | AGE 3-5
Practice cutting along the dotted line with scissors.
Remember your thumb should be in the top handle of the scissors
and two fingers should be in the bottom handle.

Storytime at Home
LIBRARY | AGE 3-5
Good morning to you, good morning to you, we’re all in our places
with bright shiny faces, good morning to you!

Letter of the day:

L l

Words that start with the
letter L:
Love
Left

Lion
Little

Lick
Lip

Lemon

Share a Book

Read, Read, Read a Book

While we may not be able to have
storytimes in our library right now,
we can still connect and read with
others! Ask a family member who
lives far away to pick their favorite
children’s book and have them read
it to you during a video call so you
can see the pictures. You can also
share your favorite book with them!

(tune of Row, Row, Row Your Boat)
Read, read, read a book
Read it anywhere!
On the couch, in a chair
In a lion’s lair!
Read, read, read a book
From the cover to the end
Once, twice, all day long
A book’s a special friend!

Nursery Rhyme
Little Miss Muffet sat on a
tuffet, eating her curds and
whey. Along came a spider
who sat down beside her
and frightened Miss Muffet
away!

Storytime at Home
LIBRARY | AGE 3-5
Learn About Libraries
Libraries are a great place to borrow books and DVDs! You can take these
items home and then bring them back when you are done so someone else
can have a turn. Come to the library to find a book with your favorite
character, or a book to help you learn about something new.

What is the weather like outside today?

Explore More

Reader Action Song

There are lots of way
you can use the library
without coming in to
the building! Check out
our e-resources on the
website, where you can
find audiobooks,
picture books, music to
enjoy, and information
to learn about new
things!

If you’re a reader and you know it, clap your
hands! (clap, clap)
If you’re a reader and you know it, clap your
hands! (clap, clap)
If you’re a reader and you know it, and you really
want to show it, if you’re a reader and you know
it, clap your hands!
Repeat song, adding stomp your feet and jump
up high

Storytime at Home

Ll
L
Trace the Letter:

1

LIBRARY | AGE 3-5
Find the Letter L:

1

2

Practice the Letter:

l

Color the objects that begin with the letter L:

Storytime at Home
LIBRARY | AGE 3-5
Help return the book
to the Library!

Practice cutting along the dotted line with scissors.
Remember your thumb should be in the top handle of the scissors
and two fingers should be in the bottom handle.

Storytime at Home
APPLES & PUMPKINS | AGE 3-5
Good morning to you, good morning to you, we’re all in our places
with bright shiny faces, good morning to you!

Letter of the day:

A a

Words that start with the
letter A:
Acorn
Ape

Arm
Axe

Arrow
Apple

Ant

The Alphabet Song

Reader Action Song

Let’s sing the Alphabet song:
ABCDEFG
HIJKLMNOP
QRS
TUV
WXYZ
Now I know my ABC’s, next time
won’t you sing with me?

If you’re a reader and you know it, clap
your hands! (clap, clap)
If you’re a reader and you know it, clap
your hands! (clap, clap)
If you’re a reader and you know it, and
you really want to show it, if you’re a
reader and you know it, clap your hands!
Repeat song, adding stomp your feet
and jump up high

Nursery Rhyme
A-hunting we will go! Ahunting we will go! We’ll
catch a fox and put him in a
box, a-hunting we will go!
(continue with other
rhyming words)

Storytime at Home
APPLES & PUMPKINS | AGE 3-5
Apples All Year Round
Did you know apples start out as a flower on a tree before they grow into a
fruit you can eat? Check out books about how apple trees change throughout
the seasons of the year, and how apples grow from small to yummy!

What is the weather like outside today?

Explore More

Reader Action Song

Apples grow on trees
in apple orchards. You
can go pick some
yourself, or find a
farmer’s market that
sells fresh picked
apples. Use the yummy
fruit to create a fun
snack or dessert.
Enjoy!

If you’re a reader and you know it, clap your
hands! (clap, clap)
If you’re a reader and you know it, clap your
hands! (clap, clap)
If you’re a reader and you know it, and you really
want to show it, if you’re a reader and you know
it, clap your hands!
Repeat song, adding stomp your feet and jump
up high

Eating Apples
Apples are a delicious snack to eat by
themselves, or you can make fun treats out of
them. Try decorating slices with different
toppings to make apple pizzas. Now is a great
time of year to sample apple juice and apple cider
and see how different they taste.

Storytime at Home
APPLES & PUMPKINS | AGE 3-5
Trace the Letter:

Aa
A
1

Find the Letter A:

2

3

1

2

Practice the Letter:

a

Color the objects that begin with the letter A:

Storytime at Home
APPLES & PUMPKINS| AGE 3-5
Count the apples and trace the numbers!

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Practice cutting along the dotted line with scissors.
Remember your thumb should be in the top handle of the scissors
and two fingers should be in the bottom handle.

Storytime at Home
NUMBERS | AGE 3-5
Good morning to you, good morning to you, we’re all in our places
with bright shiny faces, good morning to you!

Letter of the day:

N n

Words that start with the
letter N:
Nut
Newt

New
Night

Nest
Nap

Now

The Alphabet Song

Five Little Monkeys

Let’s sing the Alphabet song:
ABCDEFG
HIJKLMNOP
QRS
TUV
WXYZ
Now I know my ABC’s, next time
won’t you sing with me?

Five little monkeys swinging from the
tree (hold up five fingers and wave hand
in the air)
Teasing Mr. Alligator, “You can’t catch
me, no you can’t catch me!”
(wiggle hands near ears in a teasing way)
Along came Mr. Alligator, quiet as can
be…
(put index finger up to mouth in shhh
motion)
And SNATCHED THAT MONKEY RIGHT
OUT OF THAT TREE!
(clap hands together loudly and increase
volume of voice)
Four little monkeys…
(count down to no more monkeys, hold
up the correct number of fingers for each
verse)

Nursery Rhyme
One, two, buckle my shoe.
Three, four, shut the door.
Five, Six, pick up sticks.
Seven, eight lay them straight.
Nine, ten, begin again!

Storytime at Home
NUMBERS | AGE 3-5
I Spy Numbers
Go on a hunt for numbers! Look for them around your house or around your
neighborhood. Then start the game again, but this time count multiple things
and see if you can find groups of one to ten items!

What is the weather like outside today?

Explore More

Counting Leaves

When you drive
around or go out and
about, talk to your
family about numbers
you see or count
things like
construction vehicles
during a car ride or
people wearing hats in
a store. This will
increase number
recognition and
counting skills!

(tune of Ten Little Indians)
One little, two little, three little leaves
Four little, five little, six little leaves
Seven little, eight little, nine little leaves,
Ten little leaves fell down from the trees!

Counting Clouds
Trace the numbers showing in the clouds below.
Where numbers are missing write in the correct
number.

Storytime at Home
NUMBERS | AGE 3-5

Nn
N
Trace the Letter:
1

Find the Letter N:

2

3

1

2

Practice the Letter:

n

Color the objects that begin with the letter N:

Storytime at Home
NUMBERS | AGE 3-5
Color by number!
Color the rocket below
using the colors
indicated by the
numbers.
bers.
1 Yellow
llow
1
2 Blue
ue
3 Red
ed
4 Green
een
5 Orange
ange
1
6 Purple
urple
1

6

4

2

1

3

2
5

Practice cutting along the dotted line with scissors.
Remember your thumb should be in the top handle of the scissors
and two fingers should be in the bottom handle.

4

Storytime at Home
SQUIRRELS | AGE 3-5
Good morning to you, good morning to you, we’re all in our places
with bright shiny faces, good morning to you!

Letter of the day:

S s

Words that start with the
letter S:
Star
So

Sun
Sell

See
Sit

Seven
Say

Squid

The Alphabet Song
Let’s sing the Alphabet song:
ABCDEFG
HIJKLMNOP
QRS
TUV
WXYZ
Now I know my ABC’s, next time
won’t you sing with me?

Nursery Rhyme
Grey squirrel, grey squirrel,
Swish your bushy tail.
Grey squirrel, grey squirrel,
Swish your busy tail.
Wrinkle up your little nose, hold
a nut between your toes.
Grey squirrel, grey squirrel,
swish your bushy tail!

Two Little Squirrels
Two little squirrels, sitting on a hill.
One named Jack and one named Jill.
Run away Jack, run away Jill.
Come back Jack, come back Jill.
(repeat with the following substitutions:
Sitting on a Cloud/named quiet and loud
Pole/fast and slow
Tree/you and me

Storytime at Home
SQUIRRELS | AGE 3-5
Squirrel Search
Squirrels are busy in the fall getting ready for the cold weather and low food
options that come with winter. They gather acorns and other nuts and store
them in hiding places to eat later. Find something small and brown and
pretend it is an acorn. Hide it around the house and ask a family member to
play hide and seek with you.

What is the weather like outside today?

Explore More

Counting Leaves

Squirrels love nuts! Put
a handful of nuts out in
your yard for a squirrel
feast, or make a simple
squirrel feeder using
upcycled materials
from around the house.
Keep an eye on those
busy squirrels and see
how many come eat
your offerings!

One little squirrel said, “Let’s run and play”
The second little squirrel said, “Let’s find nuts
today!”
The third little squirrel said, “Nuts are my favorite
food!”
The fourth little squirrel said, “They sure are
good!”
The fifth little squirrel said, “Come climb this tree.
Then crack the nuts, one, two, three!

I Spy Squirrels
Go on a squirrel search! Look for squirrels in your
yard or around your neighborhood. Count how
many you find and see if more squirrels are on
the ground or in the trees. Try and spot squirrel
nests in the trees too, they look like big balls of
leaves and help keep squirrels warm and dry.

Storytime at Home
SQUIRRELS | AGE 3-5
Trace the Letter:

Ss

Find the Letter S:

1

1

Practice the Letter:

S
s

Color the objects that begin with the letter S:

Storytime at Home
SQUIRRELS | AGE 3-5
Color by number!
Color the picture below
using the colors
indicated by the
numbers.
1 Brown
2 Blue
3 Yellow
4 Green
5 Red

3
5
5

5

5

5

4
2

1

Practice cutting along the dotted line with scissors.
Remember your thumb should be in the top handle of the scissors
and two fingers should be in the bottom handle.

Storytime at Home
BEDTIME | AGE 3-5
Good night to you, good night to you, we’re all in our places with
sleepy tired faces, good night to you!

Letter of the day:

P p

Words that start with the
letter P:
Pink
Pull

Pen
Pug

Pajama
Purple

Pig Pop
Play

The Alphabet Song

Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear

Let’s sing the Alphabet song:
ABCDEFG
HIJKLMNOP
QRS
TUV
WXYZ
Now I know my ABC’s, next time
won’t you sing with me?

Teddy bear, teddy bear, turn around
Teddy bear, teddy bear, touch the
ground.
Teddy bear, teddy bear show your shoe
Teddy bear, teddy bear that will do.
Teddy bear, teddy bear climb the stairs
Teddy bear, teddy bear say your prayers.
Teddy bear, teddy bear turn out the light
Teddy bear, teddy bear say good night.
(do each action as you say the rhyme)

Nursery Rhyme
Wee Willy Winkie runs through
the town. Upstairs and
downstairs In his nightgown.
Rapping at the windows, crying
through the lock. “Are all the
children in their beds, it’s past
eight o’clock!

Storytime at Home
Bedtime Games

BEDTIME | AGE 3-5

Bedtime can be more fun if you make a game out of it! Try timing yourself to
see how fast you can change into pajamas, or how quickly you can get
through your whole routine. Compete with a sibling or race each night to see
what your best time is. Don’t forget to say good night to all your loved ones
before you jump into bed!

What is the weather like outside tonight?

Explore More

There Were Five in the Bed

Some animals are awake
during the day, like we are,
and some are awake at
night. Night time animals
are called nocturnal. Can
you think of any nocturnal
animals? There are lots of
books about nocturnal
animals at the library.
Check some out for your
next bedtime read!

There were five in the bed, and the little one said,
“Roll over, roll over!” So they all rolled over and
one fell out. There were four in the bed, and the
little one said, “Roll over, roll over!” So they all
rolled over and one fell out.
Three in the bed…
Two in the bed…
One in the bed…
None in the Bed
(roll arms and use fingers to count)

Bedtime Search
Have an adult or sibling hide the things you need
to get ready for bed (pj’s, toothpaste, favorite
stuffed animal, bedtime book, etc.) and then play
the game Hot and Cold to try to find everything.
Make sure you start this game early enough to
get to bed on time!

Storytime at Home
BEDTIME | AGE 3-5
Trace the Letter:

Pp

1

Find the Letter P:

2

1

2

Practice the Letter:

P
p

Color the objects that begin with the letter P:

Storytime at Home
BEDTIME | AGE 3-5
Circle things that help you get ready for bed.

Practice cutting along the dotted line with scissors.
Remember your thumb should be in the top handle of the scissors
and two fingers should be in the bottom handle.

Storytime at Home
HALLOWEEN | AGE 3-5
Good morning to you, good morning to you, we’re all in our places
with bright shiny faces, good morning to you!

Letter of the day:

H h

Words that start with the
letter H:
Hat
Hut

Hen
Hand

Hip Hill
Hello

Hop

The Alphabet Song

Five Little Pumpkins

Let’s sing the Alphabet song:
ABCDEFG
HIJKLMNOP
QRS
TUV
WXYZ
Now I know my ABC’s , next time
won’t you sing with me?

Five little pumpkins sitting on a gate
The first one said, “Oh my, it’s getting
late”
The second one said, “There are bats in
the air.”
The third one said, “But we don’t care!”
The fourth one said, “Let’s run and run
and run.”
The fifth one said, “I’m ready for some
fun!”
Then whoo-oo-oo went the wind and
OUT went the lights and five little
pumpkins rolled out of sight.
(Use fingers to count, clap hands on the
word OUT)

Nursery Rhyme
Peter, Peter, pumpkin eater,
had a wife but couldn’t keep
her; he put her in a pumpkin
shell and there he kept her very
well.

Storytime at Home
HALLOWEEN | AGE 3-5
HAPPY HALLOWEEN!
This year Halloween might look a little different, and we might not be able to
do all the fun activities we usually do to celebrate the holiday. You can still
make it special, just use your imagination! Read on for some ideas of how to
have a happy Halloween this year.

What is the weather like outside today?

supExplore More

Candy from the Trick or Treat Bag

Ask far away family
members to dress up, then
give them a video call to
see their fun costumes and
show off yours! Have a
Halloween parade around
your house with spooky
music and baskets of treats
in each room to fill your
buckets. Create a
Halloween themed feast or
snack selection, with fun
and spooky foods.

Who took the candy from the trick or treat bag?
The MONSTER took the candy from the trick or
treat bag!
Who me? Yes you!
Couldn’t be! Then who?
The WITCH took the candy from the trick or
treat bag…
(tune of Who Took the Cookie from the Cookie
Jar. Insert other Halloween themed words for
multiple verses)

SPECIAL STUFFIES
Get your stuffed animals all dressed up to help
make Halloween special! Create costumes for
your favorite toys using scraps of fabric, old
shirts, or whatever items you can find around the
house. Spooky and spectacular!

Storytime at Home
HALLOWEEN | AGE 3-5
Trace the Letter:

Hh
1

Find the Letter H:

2 1

3

2

Practice the Letter:

H
h

Color the objects that begin with the letter H:

Storytime at Home
HALLOWEEN | AGE 3-5
Halloween Jigsaw
Color the picture. Cut out the pieces. Put your puzzle back together!

Storytime at Home
RAINY DAY | AGE 3-5
Good morning to you, good morning to you, we’re all in our places
with bright shiny faces, good morning to you!

Letter of the day:

R r

Words that start with the
letter R:
Rat
Ramp

Rip
Ring

Rabbit
Red

Roll

The Alphabet Song

Raindrops Falling Down

Let’s sing the Alphabet song:
ABCDEFG
HIJKLMNOP
QRS
TUV
WXYZ
Now I know my ABC’s , next time
won’t you sing with me?

(tune of London Bridge, clap hands for
first verse, pat legs for second, stomp
feet for third, and increase volume as you
sing each verse)
Little raindrops falling down, falling down,
falling down. Little raindrops falling down,
falling to the ground.
Bigger raindrops falling down, falling
down, falling down. Bigger raindrops
falling down, falling to the ground.
Giant raindrops falling down, falling down,
falling down. Giant raindrops falling down,
falling to the ground!

Nursery Rhyme
Rain, rain, go away
Come again another day
Little (insert child’s name here)
wants to play.
Rain, rain, go away!

Storytime at Home
RAINY DAY | AGE 3-5
Raindrop Stomp!
Go outside on a rainy day and stomp in the puddles! Count as you jump, or try
jumping in a circle. You could also tiptoe through the puddles, skip through
the puddles, or pretend to fly through the puddles. Don’t forget your rain gear!

What is the weather like outside today?

Explore More

Raindrop Count

Rain falls all over the
Earth as part of the
water cycle. The library
has lots of great books
about this cycle, as well
as books about rain in
different climates
around the world. Check
some out for your next
rainy day read!

One little, two little, three little raindrops.
Four little, five little, six little raindrops.
Seven little, eight little, nine little raindrops.
Ten...

Stuck Inside
Rainy days are the perfect time to stay inside and
have some fun! Build a pillow and blanket fort,
jump over pillow “puddles” on the floor, or cozy
up with a special snack and a good book.

Storytime at Home
RAINY DAY | AGE 3-5
Trace the Letter:

Rr
1

Find the Letter R:

2

2

3

1

Practice the Letter:

R
r

Color the objects that begin with the letter R:

Storytime at Home
RAINY DAY | AGE 3-5
Circle things that help you have fun on a rainy day!

Practice cutting along the dotted line with scissors.
Remember your thumb should be in the top handle of the scissors
and two fingers should be in the bottom handle.

Storytime at Home
BEARS | AGE 3-5
Good morning to you, good morning to you, we’re all in our places
with bright shiny faces, good morning to you!

Letter of the day:

B b
The Alphabet Song
Let’s sing the Alphabet song:
ABCDEFG
HIJKLMNOP
QRS
TUV
WXYZ
Now I know my ABC’s, next time
won’t you sing with me?

Nursery Rhyme
Tell your child(ren) the story of
Goldilocks and the Three
Bears. Discuss the differences
between small, medium, and
large as well as hot vs. cold and
hard vs. soft. This story teaches
a great lesson about not using
other people’s things without
asking!

Words that start with the
letter B:
Bat
Bunny

Ball
Big

Bear
Blue

Bell

Bed

The Bear Went Over the
Mountain
(tune of For He’s a Jolly Good Fellow)
The bear went over the mountain,
The bear went over the mountain,
The bear went over the mountain,
To see what he could see.
And all that he could see,
And all that he could see,
Was the other side of the mountain,
The other side of the mountain,
The other side of the mountain
Was all that he could see!

Storytime at Home
BEARS | AGE 3-5
Bear Cave
This is the time of year when bears are eating lots of food and getting ready
to bed down for winter. They will hibernate during the cold months and come
back out in the spring. Pretend you are a bear and create a cozy cave to relax
in. Don’t forget to add some great books about bears!

What is the weather like outside today?

Explore More

Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear

The Dismal Swamp
Canal Trail, on the Deep
Creek side of
Chesapeake, has a bear
statue named Chessie.
It’s also a great place to
go for a walk! The trail
head is off George
Washington Highway.
Check out the city’s
website for details and
directions.

Teddy bear, teddy bear, turn around
Teddy bear, teddy bear, touch the ground.
Teddy bear, teddy bear show your shoe
Teddy bear, teddy bear that will do.
Teddy bear, teddy bear climb the stairs
Teddy bear, teddy bear say your prayers.
Teddy bear, teddy bear turn out the light
Teddy bear, teddy bear say good night.
(do each action as you say the rhyme)

Teddy Bear Picnic
Get all your teddy bears (or favorite stuffed
animals) together for a party! Make decorations,
create real or imaginary treats, and set up a fun
party spot.

Storytime at Home
BEARS | AGE 3-5
Trace the Letter:

Bb

Find the Letter B:

Practice the Letter:

B
b

Color the objects that begin with the letter B:

Storytime at Home
BEARS | AGE 3-5
Count the animals in the barnyard.

Practice cutting along the dotted line with scissors.
Remember your thumb should be in the top handle of the scissors
and two fingers should be in the bottom handle.

Storytime at Home
COLORS | AGE 3-5
Good morning to you, good morning to you, we’re all in our places
with bright shiny faces, good morning to you!

Letter of the day:

C c

Words that start with the
letter C:
Cat
Cone

Corn
Clap

Cap
Car

Call

The Alphabet Song

Colors of Your Clothes

Let’s sing the Alphabet song:
ABCDEFG
HIJKLMNOP
QRS
TUV
WXYZ
Now I know my ABC’s, next time
won’t you sing with me?

(tune of If You’re Happy and You Know It)
If your clothes have any red, any red
If your clothes have any red, any red
If your clothes have any red, put your
finger on your head
If your clothes have any red, any red.
Blue...finger on your shoe
Yellow...smile like a happy fellow
Brown...turn your smile into a frown
Black...tap yourself on the back
White...hug yourself with all your might

Nursery Rhyme
All the leaves are falling down,
Orange, yellow, red, and brown.
Falling softly as they do,
Over me and over you.
All the leaves are falling down,
Orange, yellow, red, and brown.

Storytime at Home
COLORS | AGE 3-5
Colorful Food
Sometimes it’s fun to turn a meal into a colorful game! Try to add as many
colorful foods to your plate as you can, or eat all one color for one meal. You
can create a colorful picture on your plate using your food, or make a colorful
pattern. Colors can be yummy!

What is the weather like outside today?

Explore More
Go outside and take a
walk to find things in all
the colors of the
rainbow! This is a great
time of year to find
colorful leaves on the
trees and people
wearing warm layers of
clothes in different
colors.

Color Hunt
(tune London Bridge is falling down)
Can you find the color red, color red, color red, can
you find the color red, and hold it above your head?
Can you find the color blue, color blue, color blue,
can you find the color blue, and touch it to your
shoe?
Green...hold it while you lean
Yellow...hold it while you yell “OH!”
Pink...hold it while you think
Find things around your house for each color and
make up a verse with a rhyme to match

Creative Coloring
Use your imagination to create a picture where the
colors are all mixed up! Maybe your sky is green and
your grass is blue, or your clouds are purple and your
flowers are brown. You can add an orange cow and a
polka dot tree; whatever your mind can think up!

Storytime at Home
COLORS | AGE 3-5
Trace the Letter:

Cc

Find the Letter C:

Practice the Letter:

C
c

Color the objects that begin with the letter C:

Storytime at Home
COLORS | AGE 3-5
Mix Colors
Color the lemon,
blueberry and
apple using the
primary colors
yellow, blue and
red. Color the
orange,
watermelon and
grapes by
mixing colors
together.

Yellow

Blue + Yellow

Blue

Red + Yellow
Red

Blue + Red

Practice cutting along the dotted line with scissors.
Remember your thumb should be in the top handle of the scissors
and two fingers should be in the bottom handle.

Storytime at Home
THANKSGIVING | AGE 3-5
Good morning to you, good morning to you, we’re all in our places
with bright shiny faces, good morning to you!

Letter of the day:

T t

Words that start with the
letter T:
Tan
Ten

Tall
Tin

Tap
Tool

To

The Alphabet Song

Thankful and You Know It!

Let’s sing the Alphabet song:
ABCDEFG
HIJKLMNOP
QRS
TUV
WXYZ
Now I know my ABC’s, next time
won’t you sing with me?

(tune of If You’re Happy and You Know It)
If you’re thankful and you know it,
Clap your hands!
If you’re thankful and you know it,
Clap your hands!
If you’re thankful and you know it, and
you really want to show it,
If you’re thankful and you know it,
Clap your hands!
If you’re thankful...stomp your feet
If you’re thankful...jump up high
If you’re thankful...shout hooray!

Nursery Rhyme
Five fat turkeys are we,
We spent the night in a tree.
When the cook came around,
We couldn't be found,
And that’s why we’re here,
You see!
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Thanksgiving Food
Thanksgiving is a special holiday full of special food. Draw pictures of the
yummy things you will eat for your Thanksgiving Day meal, and decorate the
table with your pictures on the holiday!

What is the weather like outside today?

Explore More

Thankful Cards

The Library has
lots of great
books about
Thanksgiving and
the different ways
families celebrate
the holiday. Check
some out today at
your local branch,
or go online to find
some great
e-books!

If you can’t celebrate Thanksgiving with your far away
family members, let them know you are thankful to have
them in your life. Maybe you can color a card or draw a
picture for them, or create a craft or poem. You can send
your message of love and thankfulness in the mail, or
share it with them during a video chat.

Turkey Hokey Pokey
You put your right wing in
You take your right wing out
You put your right wing in
And you shake it all about
You do the turkey pokey and you turn
Yourself around
That’s what it’s all about!
Repeat song using:
Left wing
Left and right drumsticks (legs)
Wattle (head)
Tail feathers
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Trace the Letter:

Tt

Find the Letter T:

Practice the Letter:

T
t

Color the objects that begin with the letter T:
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Count the pumpkins and trace the numbers.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Practice cutting along the dotted line with scissors.
Remember your thumb should be in the top handle of the scissors
and two fingers should be in the bottom handle.

